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ABSTRACT 
This paper concerns itself with the application, which provides good 
ances by using computer, of two heuristic methods of the assembly line 
balancing problem through an Al approach. 
The line balancing problem is to allocate the total assembly work 
performed on the line to its various stations equally. Some heuristic methods of 
the line balancing problem are introduced in this paper; they are Kilbridge-
Wester method, RPW, Moodie-Young method, and COMSOAL. Two of them, 
RPW (Ranked Positional Weights) and COMSOAL (Computer Method of 
Sequencing Operations for Assembly Line), are compared with each other in 
efficiency and cost. 
In conclusion, this paper points out that COMSOAL can obtain better 
balances than RPW because it generates many possible solutions and selects the 
optimal one from them. In contrast, RPW can generate· only one solution. 
This paper also suggests a possible field to work on for the line balancing 
problem. It is the hope of this paper to start the research of the line balancing 
problem in the AI field. 
1 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
I.I The Line Balanci11g Problem 
The assembly line is a production line where assembly work is performed: 
the material moves continuously at a steady average rate through a sequence of 
workstations on the assembly line to produce the products. Figure 1-1 shows a 
typical configuration of an assembly line. The work is performed either by 
adding parts or by completing assembly operations in each station. One of the 
problems in the design of an· assembly line is to ,allocate the total work 
performed on the line to its various stations equally, that is, to arrange the 
individ ua] processing and assembly tasks at the workstations that the total time 
required at each station is approximately the same. This is called the line 
balancing problell)'. 
D D 
Input material I..__ _______________ , Final assembly 
D 
BJ 
Workstation i 
Figure 1-1: Typical Assembly Line 
There are several definitions of assembly line balancing. One of them is 
as follows [7]: 
Assembly line balancing refers to the procedure of assigning work to 
2 
I~ 
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assembly op(~rators in such a n1anncr as t<> ar>J>ortion the assernbly 
work anu>ng the <>J)erat<>rs as evenly and cc>rr11>act.ly as ()<>ssibl<.l without 
violating a11y preceder1ce <>r seciuential restrictic>11s. 
The total work content performed on an assembly line is usually divided 
into many work elements. These work elements are arranged into several 
groups, and each group is to be performed at a particular station on the line. 
A '-.key idea in line balancing is putting the work elements in some executable 
order so that the production does not have to pay the time penalty. Such an 
arrangement that makes the elements be performed in this order is called a 
feasible sequence. 2 N work elements can be arranged in N! distinct sequences; 
only some of these sequences are feasible. 
among the feasible sequences. 
The optimal solution is selected 
To achieve the goal of balancing the workload on the line, finding the 
optimum arrangement is significantly important. In early attempts, some 
analytical methods were used to solve line balancing problems. After that, 
heuristic methods were introduced and gained much attention because they got 
better solutions. Several methods will be presented in chapter 2 to look for the 
'optimal' solution for the line balancing problem. 
1.2 Terminology 
The following definitions are used for assembly lines3: 
1. Work element: a part of the total work content in an assembly 
process. We define N as the total number of work elements required 
/ . 
/J '") 
2Edward J. lgnall, "A Review of Assembly Line Balancing", The Journal of lndtutrial Engineering, 
Volume 16, No. 4, 1965: 245. · 
3 Elsayed and Boucher 260-1 
3 
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to complet<~ the assembly and i is the work element number i in the 
process. Note that 1 < = i < = N. 
2. Workstation: a location on the assembly line where a work element 
or elements are performed on the product. The minimurn r1umber of 
workstations, K, is greater than or equal to 1. 
3. Cycle time (CT): the time between the completion of two successive 
assemblies, assumed constant for all assemblies for a given conveyor 
speed. The minimum value of the cycle time must be greater than 
or equal to the longest station time. 
4. Station time (ST): it is the sum of the times of work elements which 
are performed at the same workstation. 
station time should not exceed the cycle time. 
It is obvious that the 
5. Delay time of a station: it is the difference between the cycle time 
and the station time (i.e., D CT - ST). 
6. Precedence diagram: a diagram that describes the ordering in which 
work elements should be performed. Some jobs can not be performed 
unless its predecessors are completed. Figure 1-2 shows the 
precedence diagram of example 1, which has 12 work elements. 
4 
I 
7. Balance delay4: sometimes also cal.Jed balancing loss, this is a 
measure of the line inefficiency which results from idle time due to 
imperfect allocation of work among stations. It can be computed as 
~ 
follows: 
d (nTc - Twc) / nTc (1.1) 
where n means the number of stations, T means the -cycle time, T 
• C WC 
means the total work content. The balance delay d is often 
expressed as a percent in Eq (1.1). 
8. Parallel stations5: assembly operations can be done simultaneously in 
different stations where the bottleneck exists. 
parallel stations. 
These stations are 
1.3 Restrictions and Assumptions 
In designing an assembly line, the following restrictions must be imposed 
on grouping of work elements6 : 
4 
5 
6 
1. Precedence relationship. 
2. The number of workstations cannot be greater than the number of 
work elements (operations). 
stations is 1. 
Groover 138 
Groover 153 
Elsayed 261 
Also, the minimum number of work 
I 
5 
\ 
• 
0.11 
0.32 
0.12 
Figure 1-2: The Precedence Diagram of Example I 
3. The c·ycle time is greater than or equal to the n1aximum time of any 
station time an.cl the time of any work element T.. The station time l 
should not exceed the cycle time. 
In addition to the constraints described above, there may be other types of 
constraints on the line balancing solution. The first is called the zoning 
constraint. 
constraint. 
A- zoning constraint could be either a positive or a negative 
A positive zoning constraint means that certain work elements 
should be placed near each other, preferably at the same station. A negative 
constraint means some work elements should not be allocated close to each 
other. 
Another constraint is called position constraint. An assembly line with 
large products could encounter the problem of performing work on both sides of 
... 
the product. Therefore, operators are located on both sides of the flow line. 
6 
This type of situation is referred to as a position constraint. 7 
To make it easier to derr1onstrate the computerized methods of the line 
balancing problem, the following assumptions are made: 
1. The cycle time is known; that is, the value of the cycle time is 
entered by the user. 
2. The work elements are minimum work tasks; they cannot be divided 
into subtasks further. 
3. There is no zoning constraint. 
4. There is no position constraint. 
5. There are no. parallel stations. 
6. The precedence relationship is entered by the user. 
7. The assembly line is a single-model line. 
8. No constraint other than precedence relationship exists. 
9. The stations are arranged sequentially. 
7 Groover 138 
7 
- "· 
10. The perforrr1ance times arc steady. 
1.4 Wl1y i11 Prolog'? , 
The l1istory of line balancing research started in the early 1950's. Many 
methods have been developed since then; yet from the articles published so far 
it seems that no method was tried with an Al {Artificial Intelligence) approach. 
It might be worthwhile to develop an expert system for solving the line 
balancing problem. 
Prolog is a programming language which has some special characteristics 
such as pattern-matching, tree-based data structuring and automatic 
backtracking etc. These characteristics constitute a powerful and flexible 
programming framework. Prolog is especially well suited for problems that 
involve objects in particular, structured objects -- and relations between them. 
Prolog is the key to the precedence relationship among work elements in line 
balancing problems. 8 
There are some advantages to w·ork on. the line balancing problem in 
Prolog. One of them is that the facts in Pro log can efficiently show the 
precedence relation between two elements. The expression of a precedence 
diagram is very easy to make in Prolog. Another advantage is that pattern-
matching makes the system search through the database to look for a match, so 
there · is no need to specify memory space for the data in advance. Thus 
memory space is properly used---the data will neither run out of space nor 
waste it. 
As the need for knowledge is growing, a knowledge-based expert system 
81va11 Bratko, Prolog Programming for Artificial Intelligence, 1986: xi 
8 
.• 
,, 
will be useful for the design of an assembly line. AI can cope with the growing 
demand and corr11>lcxity of knowledge because the flexibility of an Al language 
such as Prolog accommodates various types of information. An AI system is 
powerful for the overall design of production; so the goal of this paper is to 
demonstrate two theories, RPW and COMSOAL, with an AI approach. 
1.5 Methods for tl1e Line Balancing Problem 
Many methods were introduced to solve the line balancing problem. 
Though the approaches are different, the goal is the same: to find out a best 
solution which is close to the perfect balance (perfect balance means there is no 
delay at all). Different. theories were developed to balance the workload on the 
line; heuristic techniques seem to be more flexible and reliable as the tool than 
others. Several heuristic techniques will be discussed in detail in chapter 2 . 
.. 
The following are in common use: 
• 
1. Kilbridge- Wester Method: introduced • In 1961 112]. The work 
elements are grouped into different columns according to their 
positions in the precedence diagram (in other words, according to the 
number of their immediate predecessors). The assignment starts from 
·column l and is done without violating the cycle time and precedence 
restrictions. 
2. Ranked Positional Weights Method: introduced in 1961 [11]. A 
positional weight (PW) is calculated for each work element, then the 
work elements are ranked according to their PWs, the one with 
• 
highest PW is on the top. The work elements are assigned to the 
9 
.. 
workstati<>ns in the ranked order under precedence and cycle time 
constrair1 ts. 
3. Moodie- Young Method: presented in 1965 ( 15]. This is a two-phase 
procedure. In phase I, the work elements are assigned by the largest 
candidate rule ( the largest candidate rule will be explained in chapter 
2), a temporary balance is obtained. In phase II, the work elements 
may be transferred between stations to minimize idle time in all 
stations. 'fhis algorithm allows the element times to be variable and 
independent of each other. The assumption is that the element times 
are distributed normally with known means and variances. The steps 
in this procedure will be discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
4. COMSOAL: reported in 1966 [6]. The key idea is to generate 
feasible sequences at random and choose the one that gives the 
fewest stations. Three lists are used: all work elements are grouped 
into list A, the ones without immediate predecessors in list A are 
grouped into list B, the ones that fit the workstation time are 
grouped into list C, and then one of them is selected at random to 
be assigned. After the assignment, list A is updated, the whole 
process starts over again until all work element~ are assigned. 
Among the above methods, RPW and COMSOAL are written in Turbo 
Prolog programs. They will be demonstrated in detail in chapter 3. There are 
more heuristic techniques to find out an optimal balance. The above are chosen 
because they are well-known and information about these methods is ·easy to 
10 
\ 
I 
obtain. HopefulJy more heuristic rnethods will lJe presented and developed in 
the AI field to obtain a perfect solution for the line balancing problem. 
11 
Chapter 2 
THEORIES OF LINE BALANCING 
As mentioned in chapter I, many methods for the line balancing problem 
have been developed. However, there is no methodology that guarantees an 
optimal solution for all assembly line balancing problems. Researchers tend to 
use heuristic methods that can obtain a fairly good balance for the problems. 
Presented arc some different methods for obtaining a good balance for the 
assembly line balancing problem. For the convenience of demonstration, the 
example turned out by Figure 1-2 is used (assume cycle time CT is 1.0 time 
unit). Table 2-1 lists the inf or mat ion needed for this example. 
No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Elemenl descriplion 
Place frame on work.holder and 
clamp 
Assemble plug, grommet to power cord 
Assemble brackets to frame 
Wire power cord to motor 
Wire power cord to switch 
Assemble mechanism plate to bracket 
Assemble blade to bracket 
Assemble motor to brackets 
Align blade and attach to motor 
Assemble switch to motor bracket 
Attach cover, inspect, and test 
Place in tote pan for packing 
0.2 
0.4 
0.7 
0.1 
0.3 
0.ll 
0.32 
0.6 
0.27 
0.38 
0.5 
0.12 
Musi be 
preceded by 
I 
I, 2 
2 
3 
3 
3,4 
6, 7, 8 
5,8 
9, 10 
11 
Table 2-1: Table of Work Elements 
. ' 
'· 
12 
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2.1 Kill)ridgt~-Wcst.er Mctl1o<l 
'l'his technique was introduced in 1961 112]. It is a heuristic procedure 
which selects work elements for assignment to stations according to their 
I 
position in the precedence diagram. The elements at the front of the diagram 
( that is, the ones with the minimum predecessor number) are selected first for 
entry into the solution. 
illustrate the situation. 
I II 
A precedence diagram is shown in Figure 2-1 to 
Column 
III IV V VI 
0. 11 
0.32 
0. 12 
0.3 
/ - ...... 
I \ 
...,.__+---5--.-----1~-c 
' I ... ., 
Figure 2-1: The Work Elements Arranged for Kilbridge-Wester Method 
The following are the steps involved in this procedure [9]: 
1. Construct the precedence .,diagram for the work elements. In the 
. , 
precedence diagram, list all work elements that have no immediate 
predecessors in column I. In column II, list work elements that 
immediately follow those in. column I. Continue to the other columns 
13 
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·, 
in the same way. There exist. rnany <>rcJerings that satisfy the 
preceder1ce diagram. Movernents between colurr1ns are totally free as 
long as the elements are not connected by arrows. 
2. Cycle time CT is then determined by finding all combinations of the 
primes of the total elemental times. Select a feasible cycle time CT. 
The permissible number of stations K can be obtained from the 
following equation: 
N 
K == L Ti/ CT (2-1) 
i= l 
3. Assign work elements to the station such that the sum of the 
elemental times does not exceed CT. 
4. Delete the assigned elements from the total number of work element 
r 
I 
and repeat step 3. 
5. If the station time exceeds CT due to the inclusion of a certain work 
element, this work element should be assigned to the next station. 
,,. ' 
. 
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until all elements are assigned to workstations. 
. • 
14 
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2.2 Rankecl Positi<>r111l W eigl1ts Met)1od 
This procedure wa.s intrc>cluced by llelgeso11 and Birnie in 1961 (11]. The 
idea is simple: A PW (Positional Weight) value is calculated for each work 
element, and the sequence of the PW values is ranked in a descending order. 
The work elements are assigned to stations in this order under the precedence 
constraint. Table 2-2 is the ranked PW Jist. The steps involved are as 
follows: 
Element RPW r. Immediate predecessor 
1 3.30 0.2 
3 3.00 0.7 1 
2 2.67 0.4 
4 1.97 0.1 1,2 
8 1.87 0.6 3,4 
s 1.30 0.3 2 
7 1.21 0.32 3 
6 1.00 0.11 3 
10 1.00 0.38 5,8 
9 0.89 0.27 6,7,8 
11 0.62 0.5 9, 10 
12 0.12 0.12 11 
Table 2-2: The Work Elements Ranked According to Their PW Values 
I. Construct the precedence diagram for the work elements. 
2. Calculate the positional weight (PW) for each work element ( the PW 
of element E., for instance, is computed by accumulating the times of I 
all its successors and the time of E. itself. 
I 
3. Rank. the work elements based on the PW in step 2. The work 
element with the highest PW is on the top. 
15 
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' 
4. Assign work elements to the W<>rkstations according to the ,ranked 
order. 
I 
5. If the time remained at a workstation is enough for next element, 
then assign the succeeding element on the ranked list to the 
workstation. The assignments must not violate precedence and cycle 
time constraints. 
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all elements are assigned to the 
workstations. 
2.3 COMSOAL Method 
COMSOAL (Computer Method of Sequencing Operations for Assembly 
Line) is a computerized heuristic method reported by Arc us in 1966 [6]. The 
essential idea is to generate feasible sequences at random and choose the one 
that gives the fewest statio.ns. The procedure consists of four basic operations: 
construct list A, which contains the information of every element number and 
the number of its predecessors; construct list B, which picks out from list A the 
elements that have no predecessors; construct list C, which selects from list B 
the elements that can fit the current station; assign one of the elements in list 
C at random to the station. After the assignment, list A is updated and the 
whole procedure starts over again until list A is empty. Table 2-3 shows the 
content of list A, list B and list C. 
The following are the steps: 
1. Construct the precedence diagram for the work elements. Also 
16 
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\ 
list 
\ 
~~--
A I 
Element No. of Predecessors 
..._... - - -- -- -- - - - - .....- -· ·-· - - ·-· -·- - - - - - -- -- -- - - -
1 () 
..., () 
...:.. 
..,. 1 
._:. 
4 
..., 
..:.. 
c:-
...J 
1 
A 1 
7 1 
8 
. '"':'a 
..:.. 
..,.. 
9 . I -
'"':\ 1 () ..:.. 
,.... 
1 1 ..i 
12 1 
/ . 
I 
• 
1 i st B 
Element 
_______ .... 
1 
2 
1 i st C 
Element 
---------· 
1 
'? 
..... 
Table 2-3: The Content of ·List A, List B and List C 
construct list A with the element number and the number of . . 
immediate predecessors. 
2. Construct list B with the elements that have no immediate 
predecessors in list A. 
3. Construct list C with the elements that do not cause the cycle time 
CT to be exceeded in list B. Select at random one of the elements in 
list C and assign it to the current station. 
4. Update list A, if necessary. The updating process is performed by 
eliminating the element assigned from list A and the immediate 
predecessors of the elements that follow it. Table 2-4 shows the 
updated list A. 
17 
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5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until all elcrnents arr. assigned to stations. 
list A 
Element No. of Predecessors 
---~----------------------~-
2 0 
3 1 - 1 - 0 -
4 2 - 1 - 1 -
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 
8 :2 
9 3 
10 2 
11 2 
12 l 
list B 
Element 
-------
2 
3 
Table 2-4: The Updated List A 
2 .4 Moodie-Young Method 
list C 
Element 
-------
2 
3 
This method was presented by Moodie and Young in 1965 (15]. The 
procedure consists of two phases. In phase 'I, the work elements are assigned ·to 
workstations by the largest candidate rule. The largest candidate rule 
• 
lS a 
method to assign the work elements in a descending order based on their time 
values. An work element is available to be assigned if it has no immediate 
predecessors or all its immediate predecessors have been assigned. If more than 
one work elements are available for a workstation, the one with the largest time 
value among them is chosen to be assigned. In this phase, idle time is not the 
major consideration. When the temporary balance is obtained, phase II starts. 
In phase II, the major endeavor is to minimize the idle time in all 
stations. The algorithm allows the element times to be variable, and assumes 
they are distributed normally with known means and variances. The work 
• 
' 
·, 
elements may be transferred between stations for the sake of minirnizing the 
balance delay. The following rules are the basis of phase II I 15]: 
1. Determine both the largest and smallest station from the balance of 
phase I. 
2. Call one-half the difference between these two values GOAL. 
GOAL == (Smax - Smin) / 2 (2-2) 
3. Determine all single elements in Smax which are less than twice the 
value of GOAL and will not violate precedence restrictions if 
transferred to S min. 
4. Determine all possible trades of single elements from Smax for single 
elements from Smin such that the reduction in Smax and subsequent 
gain in Smin will be less than 2 * GOAL. 
5. Carry out the trade or transfer indicated by the candidate with the 
smallest absolute difference between itself and GOAL. 
6. If no trade or transfer was possible between the largest and smallest 
stations, attempt trades and transfers between the ranked stations in 
the following order: 1 with n ( nth ranked station has greatest 
amount of idle time), n-1, ., ... , 3, ,2; 2 with n, n-1, ..... , 4, 3 and so 
forth until the last comparison is between the station ranked n-1 and 
the station ranked n. 
19 
7. If a trade or transfer is still not. pdssible, drop the .. restrictions 
imposed by the value of GOAL and at.tempt, via the first six steps, 
to get a trade or transfer which will not increase the value of any 
. 
station beyond that of the original cycle time. 
The methods above are some famous heuristic theories for the line 
balancing problem. There are more methods that can obtain a fairly good 
balance; however, for lack of sufficient helpful reports that can be found for 
them, they are not going to be discussed in this paper. 
.. 
,I 
20 
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Chapter 3 
THE METHODS DEMONSTRATED 
USING PROLOG 
Among the methods discussed in chapter 2, RP W (Ranked Positional 
Weights) and COMSOAL (Computer Methods of Sequencing Operations for 
Assembly Line) are the methods carried over into Prolog programs. The 
software tool used is Turbo Prolog. Details about input, algorithms and output 
will be illustrated in this chapter. In both programs, BALANCE is the main 
procedure. 
3.1 RPW 
In this algorithm, BALANCE consists of three procedures: INPUTDA TA, 
RPW and PRINTLINE. INPUTDAT A reads in the information either from the 
key board or from a data file; RPW is the core, which takes care of calculating 
the PWs and assigning the work elements to the stations; PRINTLINE prints 
out the solution and the balance delay. 
3.1.1 Input 
The information needed for the process is a table in which the element 
numbers, element times, the numbers of predecessors, and the predecessors are 
placed. Table 3-1 shows an input for mat for this program. The "9999" in this 
table stands for "in put finished". This work is done by the procedure 
INPUTDATA. In INPUTDATA, the cycle time, task number, task time, 
number of predecessors, and the predecessors for each element are entered from 
-. 
' 
the key board and inserted into database. When the database is completely 
established, INPUTDATA saves this database into a file named RPWT AB.DAT 
21 
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and returns a list to be used by the main procedure. 
An optional to obtain data is to read 
• 1n the data file way 
RPWT AB.DAT. Before reading in this file, the program must be sure that the 
file exists. When the program is running, its first question is "Do you want 
the data file?" If the user answers "yes", the program reads in that file and 
obtains the database. If the answer is "no", then INPUTDA TA is executed 
and the user has to enter the information by hand. 
Task Number Task Tim.e Number of 
Predecessors 
Predecessors 
---------~-
~_,,...·----.----· 
--------------
------------
1 20 0 
2 40 0 
3 70 1 
l 
4. 10 2 l 
2 
5 30 l 
2 
6 11 1 
3 
7 32 1 
3 
8 60 2 
3 4 
9 27 3 
6 7 8 
·10 38· ·2 
5 8 
11 50 2 
9 1:0 
12 12 1 
11 
9999 
Table 3-1: The Input Table of Example 1 
22 
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3.1.2 Process 
The core procedure in the process i
s called RPW. It takes the 
information from INPlJTI)A'I'A; calculates the PW
 (Positional Weight) for each 
work element; sorts the work elements ba
sed on their PWs; and assigns them to 
the workstations in the ranked order. 
The output of this procedure 
• 
1s an 
assignment list, which is the solution
. Procedure RPW consists of three
 
recursive su bprocedures: 
PW: it calculates the positional weight for eac
h element and makes a list 
of all the positional weights. 1'he positional 
weight is obtained by summing an 
element time with the times of its foll
owers in the precedence diagram. For 
instance, let E. stand for element i, T. · stand
 for the time of element i, and 
I 
I 
PWi for the positional weight of elemen
t i. Assume E1 is immediately followed 
by E3 , so is E3 by E5, while E5 
has no followers. PW 1 is computed as follows: 
When the calculations are done, a li
st of positional weights, PWList, is 
returned. 
INSERTSORT: it ranks the work eleme
nts in PWList according to their 
positional weights. The element with 
the highest positional weight is on the 
top. Thus, a ranked list is returned. 
MAINASSIGN: this procedure takes care of the
 assignment work. It takes 
the ranked PWList and assigns the work 
elements to workstations from the top. 
When an element is assigned, the algorith
m looks for the next available element 
according to the ranked order. An ava
ilable element means that the element 
has no predecessors or its predecessors ha
ve been assigned, and its element time 
does not exceed the left time of the 
current station. If there is no such 
.23 
element, a new station must be started. The steps are as fallows: 
1. Assign the top elernent in the PW List to the current station. 
Deduct the elernent time from the time left for the current station 
( the station time is initialized with cycle time). Look for the. next 
available element on the list and assign it until there 
available for the current station. 
• 1s no more 
2. Append the content of the current station to the final station list. 
3. Update the PWList so that the work elements assigned are 
eliminated from the list; update the station number and reinitialize 
the station time. 
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until PW List is empty. 
3.1.3 Output 
The output for this program consists of a table illustrating the solution 
obtained by the RPW algorithm. Table 3-2 demonstrates the format of the 
output. The work is done by procedure PRINTLINE. PRINTLINE takes the 
solution list, prints every work element in each station, calculates the total time 
for each station, searches for the actual cycle time, comp·utes bala.nce delay, and 
then prints out all the information. 
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Station Element Element Tim.7 Station Time 
- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...,.C' 
1 ~ -------~- ... --------3 
1 
70 
20 90 
-----------------------------------------------2 6 
4 
5 
2 
11 
10 
30 
40 91 
-----------------------------------------------3 8 
7 
60 
32 92 
----.- ------- - - - - -------------------------------··-
.4. 10 
9 
38 
27 65 
~--~-----------------. ~---------~-- .. 
. -~-----------5 12 
11 
12 
50 62 
------------------------------------------------
The default cycle time is: 100 
The actual cycle time is: 92 
Balance delay is: 13.04 % 
Table 3-2: The Solution Obtained by RPW for Example 1 
3.2 COMSOAL 
This is a computerized heuristic method. One characteristic of this 
algorithm is that the available element to be assigned to the station is selected 
at random . The main procedure consists of the following procedures: 
INPUTDAT A and PROCESS. PROCESS consists of COMSOAL, which is the 
core procedure, FINDBEST, and PRINTLINE. INPUTDA TA returns the 
original list A; PROCESS decides how many times to run; COMSOAL takes the 
original list A and assigns the work elements by COMSOAL algorithm; 
FINDBEST find the optimal solution of all the possible solutions; and, 
PRINTLINE prints t--his optimal solution. 
\ 
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.3.2.1 Input 
INPU'fDA TA performs inputting, same as the procedure in RP W 
except 
that the data file is named TABLE.DAT. The list returned by
 INPUTDA 1"'A 
contains every element and the number of its predecessors. 
This list is the 
original list A. 
3.2.2 Process 
PROCESS runs the whole process as many times as the user 
wants. The 
core of it, COMSOAL, takes the original list A from INPUTDA T
A and starts 
the assignment. The assignment is perforrr1ed in the followin
g way: 
1. Construct list B, showing the work elements that have no imm
ediate 
predecessors in list A. 
2. Construct list B, showing the work elements that can fit the cu
rrent 
station. 
3. Select one of tpe elements in list C at random, and assign
 it to the 
station. Deduct the element time from the time left in that
 station. 
4. Update list A by eliminating the element from list A, and 
deduct 1 
from each number of the predecessors of its followers. 
' 
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until list A is empty. 
COMSOAL returns one solution every time it runs, and the 
solution is 
appended to a "pool" whenever it is returned. PROCES
S goes on acting 
26 
) 
recursively until the number of runs is reached, then the optimal solution is 
selected from the "pool". 
3.2.3 Output 
The format of the output from this program is the same as that from 
RPW. Table 3-3 is the output from COMSOAL for the same problem. This 
solution is obtained by five runs of PROCESS. 
Station Element Element Time Station Time 
-------------------------------------------------
1 3 
1 
70 
20 90 
------------·----------------------------------- ..... -
2· 6 
4 
5 
2 
11 
10 
30 
40 91 
----------------------------....-------·-·------------
3 8 
7 
60 
32 92 
-----------------------------------------------
4 10 
9 
38 
27 65 
--------~--------------------------------------
5 12 
11 
12 
50 62 
--.--------------------~------------------------. . 
The default cycle time is: 100 
The actual cycle time is: 92 
Balance delay is: 13.04 % 
Table 3-3: The optimal solution obtained by COMSOAL for Example 1 
• 
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3.3 Output Analysis 
Minimizing idle time on an assembly line is the goal of any theory of the 
line balancing problem, meaning that balance delay should be as low as possible. 
The results generated by RP W and COMSOAL for different problems are 
analyzed from several views in this section. 
,. 
For the example problem shown in Figure 1-2, RPW and COMSOAL · 
produce the same solution. From the point of view of this problem, there is no 
difference between these two methods. However, if they are applied to example 
2 shown in Figure 3-1, the solutions are different. Table 3-4 and 3-5 show the 
solution from RP W and COMSOAL, respectively. Apparently, the solution from 
COMSOAL is better than that from RPW because of the lower balance delay. ·~ 
What causes the difference? The reasons are discussed as follows: 
30 45 
120 
Figure 3-1: The Precedence Diagram for Example 2 
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Station Element Element Time Station Time 
-~------~-------~-------------~----------------
1 1 
2 
3 
30 
38 
76 144 
-----------------------------------------------
2 4 
6 
45 
120 165 
-------~~-----------------------~--------------
3 7 
5 
96 
43 139 
-----------~---~-----------------~-----------~-
The default cycle time is: 168 
The actual cycle time is: 165 
Balance delay is : 9.49 % 
Table -3-4: The Solution Gained by RP W for Example 2 
Station Element Element Time Station Time 
_________ .._ ________________________________________ _ 
1 3 
4 
1 
76 
45 
3.0 151 
- - ~ ~.-:-·.- ~ ~ ·.;..... __ ~----: -----·~ -~ -·- - ~-~ - ~-- - - -.-- ~ -~ --·-·- - - - - --- - - ---· 
2 6: 
2 
120 
38 158 
-- -.- ..... ,... .... -~ --- ~----- __ . ._ - - --·- -- -- ~ -·-----------.-..- ~ ~ -·-- ----------
3 7 
5 
96 
43 139 
-- - - - - - -- - - ----- .-- - -- --- -- - ------- -------- ------------ -·-
The default cycle time is: 168 
The actual cycle time is: 158 
Balance delay is: 5.49 % 
Table 3-5: The Solution Gained by COMSOAL for Example 2 
·-
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First, the work elements in RP W are assigned in the indicated order but 
those in COMSOAL are assigned at randorr1 under precedence and cycle time 
constraint. They might result in the same solution in some cases but different 
solutions in others. 
Secondly, program RPW runs the process only once, so the solution is 
steady, whereas program COMSOAL runs the process several times (according 
to the user's input), then selects the optimal solution, so the solution may vary 
depending on the random values. 
Generally speaking, COMSOAL • is more reliable than RP W because the 
solution is the optimum one among many possible feasible sequences. In 
contrast with COMSOAL, RP W generates only one solution for a particular 
problem; there is no other choice. However, on the other hand, COMSOAL 
costs more than RP W because it needs a lot of memory space to store all the 
generated sequences. If the user wants N runs for COMSOAL, RPW takes only 
one-Nth space of what COMSOAL takes since it generates only one solution. 
Choosing a balancing method for the assembly line is a decision-making problem 
for every factory. 
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Chapter 4 
CONCLUSION 
Now that we have gone through the theories and two programs of the line 
balancing problem, it is time to make some comments. 
4.1 Summary 
Before concluding anything about the two programs mentioned in chapter 
3, RPW.PllO and COMSOAL.PRO (the extension .PRO stands for PROLOG), 
it is necessary to review them first. 
RPW .PRO consists of three different procedures: INPUTDA TA, RPW, and 
PRINTLINE. INPUTDATA fetches the data from the keyboard or from a data 
file; RPW calculates the positional weight (PW) for each work element, ranks 
the work elements based on their PWs, and assigns them into stations in the 
ranked order; PRINTLINE prints the solution. 
COMSOAL.PRO has a more complicated hierarchical structure than that 
of RPW.PRO. It consists of two procedures: INPUTDATA and PROCESS. 
INPUTDATA is the same as that in RPW.PRO. PROCESS is • a recursive 
procedure which consists of three different procedures: COMSOAL, FINDBEST 
and PRINTLINE. The COMSOAL procedure is the core of this program, which 
has three lists: list A collects all the work elements with the numbers of their 
immediate predecessors; list B takes from list A the elements which have no 
immediate predecessors; list C takes from list B the elements which can fit the 
current station. If no element can fit the current station, then a new station is 
started. When list C is done, COMSOAL selects at random one element in list 
C and assigns it to the station. COMSOAL runs recursively until all the work 
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elements are assigned to stations. When COMS()AI.J is done, FINDl3Ii:ST lc>c>ks 
for the C)ptir11al solution f rorn all the possible solutions returned by C()MS()AI.J. 
PRINTLINE prints the optirnal solution. 
The solutions returned by RPW .PRO and COMSOAL.PRO show that 
RPW.PRO is less reliable than COMSOAL.PRO because the solution from 
COMSOAL.PRO is more balanced. COMSOAL.PRO is more reliable because it 
generates many possible solutions and selects th~ best from them; RPW .PRO 
generates only one solution. However, for this reason, RPW.PRO takes much 
less space and time than COMSOAL.PRO, which is of significance if the 
number of work elements is quite large. Choosing either of these two methods 
is a decision-making problem for every factory with considerations of cost, 
efficiency, and so on. 
... 
RPW .PRO and COMSOAL.PRO were written for single-model assembly 
lines with no zoning restriction, so they cannot be applied to the real assembly 
lines unless they are modified for practical use. In the real world, assem b]y 
lines have many more restrictions than were mentioned in chapter 1, and the 
considerations are also much more complicated. However, the aim of these two 
programs is to indicate a possible trend of line balancing in an AI field, and 
show that the combination of a heuristic approach and computer utilization is a 
useful research tool for treating complex industrial management problems. 
---
·, 
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4.2 Restrictio11s of tl1e software tool '" 
Turbo Jlrolog is the software used for RPW .PRO and
 COMS()AL.J>RO. 
One advantage of Turbo Prolog is that it is a convenie
nt tool, the control keys 
for edit management being very easy to learn. Ano
ther advantage is that the 
declaration in a Prolog program makes the ob
jects easy to search, thus 
increasing the efficiency. On the other hand, ow
ing to its limited space, a 
program running on Turbo Prolog is restricted to h
aving only a few objects in 
it. For instance, if COMSOAL.PRO is running on a s
eventeen-element problem, 
it can have up to only 4 runs. Five runs will ca
use an error message which 
reads "'Heap overflow. Stack size is too sma
ll." If RPW.PRO and 
COMSOAL.PRO were written in standard Prolog o
n a mainframe system, they 
would be able to handle many more work elements. 
4.3 Further development 
So far we have discussed the methods and progra
ms for a single-model 
assembly line. However, in addition to the prob
lems presented earlier, two 
more problems are going to be presented here. Bo
th of them are beyond the 
scope of this paper. One is the product mix problem. 
A mixed-model assembly 
line is one where different models will require dif
ferent amounts of effort at 
some of the work. Kil bridge and Wester have dis
cussed some aspects of this 
problem in [9]. Another problem involves the assumption of constant 
performance times {work element times and cycle time). In th
e real assembly 
lines, performance times are usually variable. Moo
die and Young started the 
research on this problem. RPW .PRO and COMSOAL
.PRO are two examples 
showing how Prolog works for the single-model lin
e balancing problem; Prolog 
can work for the mixed-model line balancing prqblem
 as well . 
... 
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Though a great deal of research in different fields has been developed in 
Al, there is still a lot worth W<>rkir1g or1 in the field of Al. Since the methods 
attempt to arrange the unordered work elements into a feasible sequence for the 
line balancing problem, , Al seems to be an ideal approach to do this work. 
The future research of solving the line balancing problem by using Al methods 
should consider the possibility of the mixed-model problem, variable performance 
times, parallel stations etc., which happen a lot in the real world, to present 
more methods close to the real cases. 
> 
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Appendix A 
RPW.PRO 
37. 
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• nowa.rnings 
domains 
data.base 
number 
numlist 
time 
timeliat 
item 
list 
state 
station 
pwitem 
pwlist 
integer 
number+ 
real 
time+ 
pair (number, number) 
item+ 
stat (number, numlist) 
state• 
pwpair (number, time) 
pwitem• 
element (number, numlist, tim~) 
cycletime (time) 
stationtime (time) 
stationnum (number) 
datalist (list) 
la.stitem (number) 
a.ssignlist (numlist) 
pool (numlist) 
.... ____________ . ---------------------------------/ ~--------------------- .. .
COMMON PROCEDURES 
----------------------------------------------~/ ______________________________________________ ..,. 
predicates 
cone (time, timelist, timelist) 
clauses 
cone (state, station, station) 
cone (number, numlist, numlist) 
cone (item, list, list) 
cone (pwitem, pwlist, pwlist) 
append (numlist, numlist, numlist) 
append (list, list, list) 
append (station, station, station) 
equal (numlist, numlist) 
equal (station, station) 
delete (pwitem, pwlist, pwlist) 
member (number, numlist) 
reverse (list, list) 
reverse (station, station) 
first (list, number) 
head (timelist, time) 
insertsort (pwlist, pwlist) 
insert (pwitem, pwlist, pwlist) 
insertrank (timelist, timelist) 
rank (time, timelist, timelist) 
.cone 
cone 
(X, [] , 
(X, L, 
[X]). 
[X I L]) • 
append([], L, L). 
( 
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append ( [X I L 1] , L2 , [X I La] ) 1 -
append (LI, L2, L3). 
equal (L, L). 
delete (X, [] , []) : -
' • • delete (X' [X I Rest], Rest) :- ! . 
delete (X, [Y I Rest], List) . -• 
delete (X' Rest, MidList), 
cone (Y, MidList, 
member (N, [N I _]) . 
member (N, [ I Rest]) : -
member (N, Rest). 
reverse ( [] , []). 
List). 
reverse ([Head I Tail], L) :-
reverse (Tail, Z), 
append (Z, [Head] , L) . 
insertsort ( [] , []) . 
' " . , 
insertsort ([XI Tail], Sorted) :-
insertsort (Tail, Sorted_tail), 
insert (X, Sorted_tail, Sorted). 
insert (pwpair (X, XPW), 
[pwpair (Y, YPW) 
[pwpair (Y, YPW) I Sorted], 
I Sorted!]) :-
XPW < YPW, ! , 
insert (pwpair (X, XPW), Sorted, Sortedl). 
insert (X, Sorted, [X I Sorted] ) . 
insertrank ( [] , []) . 
insertrank ([XI Tail], Sorted) :-
insertrank (Tail, Sorted_tail), 
rank (X, Sorted_tail, Sorted). 
rank (X, [Y I Sl], [Y I S2]) :-
X < y' ! ' 
rank (X, Sl, S2). 
rank (X, Sorted, [XI Sorted]). 
head ([XI Rest], X). 
first ([pair (X, N) I Rest], X). 
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MAIN PROCEDURE 
····················••******************•···················· 
BALANCE is the main procedure which handles the whole process 
to solve the balancing problem with RPW. It gets the infor-
mation needed either from keyboard or from a data file, then 
use RPW to find out the optimal solution for the problem. 
•I 
predicates 
clauses 
,_. 
be.le.nee 
inputdata (list) 
rpw (list, station) 
printline (station) 
data_exist (string) 
init 
delay (station, timelist, time) 
be.le.nee :-
write ("Do you want a data file? "), 
readln (Answer), 
data_exist (Answer), 
consult ("RPWTAB.DAT"), 
datalist (ListA), 
rpw (ListA, Station), 
printline (Station), 
delay (Station, [], O), 
' . . ' 
init, 
inputde.te. (ListA), 
rpw (ListA, Station),. 
printline (Station), nl, nl, 
delay (Station, [] , 0) , 
' • • 
. . t 
.1n1.· : -
de.ta 
de.ta 
de.ta 
de.ta 
data 
data 
data 
assert {stationnum (1)), 
assert {assignlist ([])), 
assert (pool([])). 
exist ("y"). 
exist ("Y"). 
exist ("ye")• 
exist ("Ye"). 
exist ("yes"). 
exist ("Yes"). 
exist ("YES"). 
40 
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INPUT DATA 
----------
----------
----------
----------
-------
------------
------------
------------
----------
INPUTDATA is the procedure to get data from the keyboard 
or a file. While the data is been sending in, this pro-
cedure inserts all information into database, and saves 
it to a file after input is finished. •/ 
predicates 
clauses 
table (number, list, list) 
getdata (list, list) 
checkpred (number, number, numlist) 
getpred (number,number,number,number,numlist,numlist) 
inputdata (ListA) :-
write ("Please specify the cycle time : "), 
readreal (Ct), 
assert (cycletime {Ct)), nl, 
assert (stationtime (Ct)), 
write ("Attention: "), nl, nl, 
write ("1. Next page is a table which should"), nl, 
write (" be filled out with the information"), nl, 
write (" needed for solving line balancing"), nl, 
write (" problem. Please enter the data"), nl, 
write (" correctly."), nl, 
write ("2. Enter each value with a (RETURN>"), nl, 
write ("3. Finish input with an integer number"), nl, 
write (" '9999' as the 'Task Number'."), nl, nl, 
write (" Press (RETURN>"), 
readln (X), 
clearwindow, 
getdata ([], ListA). 
getdata (OrList, ListA) :-
cursor {O, 1), write ("Task Number"), 
cursor (0,15), write ("Task Time"), 
cursor {0,28), write ("Number of Predecessors"), 
cursor (0,55), write ("Predecessor"), 
·,. ··• •. ·· ,c1. ·'-?r.~r· , .. ,, ~ ~,:~ t_ .j'·' -· 
' 
;_ ,. 
table (2, OrList, ListA) . ...--;-
table (R, OldList, NewList) :-
cursor (R, 6), 
readint (ItemNum), 
ItemNum <> gggg, 
cursor (R, 1 7) , 
readreal (ItemTime), 
cursor (R, 40), 
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readint (PredNum), 
cone (pair(ItemNum, PredNum), OldList, Mid.List), 
checkpred (R, PredNum, Plist), 
assert (e]ement (ItemNum, Pliet, ItemTime)), 
RI = R + 1, 
table (RI, MidList, NewList); 
first (OldList, L), 
aesert (lastitem (L)), 
reverse (OldList, NewList), 
assert (datalist (NewList)), 
save ("RPWTAB.DAT"), ! . 
checkpred (_, 0, []) . 
checkpred (R, N, Plist) :-
getpred (R, 60, O, N, [], Plist). 
getpred { , , N, N, List, List). 
getpred (R, C, X, N, OldList, Plist) :-
cursor (R, C), 
readint (Pred), 
cone (Pred, OldList, MidList), 
Xl = X + 1, 
Cl= C + 3, 
. ,, 
getpred (R, Cl, Xl, N, MidList, Plist). 
/ ···---------.-.. ----------·------------------------------------------------------------------------
RPW 
----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------
RPW is the heart of the whole process. It takes the 
iniormation from INPUTDATA, calculates the PW values 
for each element, sort the elements in an descent 
order based on their PW values, then assign these ele-
ments in that order. •/ 
predicates 
clauses 
pw (list, number, pwlist, pwlist) 
mainassign (pwlist, station, station) 
getsucc (number, numlist) 
getfollow (number, number) 
getnext (numlist, numlist, numlist) 
getpw (numlist, time, time) 
assign (pwlist, station, station) 
subassign (number, number, numlist, station) 
checkitem (numlist) 
update (pwlist, pwlist) 
remove (numlist, pwlist, pwlist) 
searchpw (number, pwlist, pwitem) 
eldup (numlist, numlist, numlist) 
42 
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rpw (ListA, Station) :-
laatitem (Last), 
pw (l.1i t:JLA, Last, [] , PWLiat) , 
inaert~ort (PWList, Final), 
maine.saign (Final, [] , Station) . 
/• PW calculates the PW values for each element and make a list 
of them. •/ 
pw ( [], Last, List, List). 
pw ( [pair (X, N) I Rest] , Last, OldList, PWList) s -
X <> Last, 
getsuec (X, FollowLiat), 
element (X, , Xtime), 
getpw (FollowList, Xtime, PW), 
cone (pwpair (X, PW), Old.List, Mid.List), 
pw (Rest, Last, MidList, PWList); 
element (X, , Xtime) , 
cone (pwpair (X, Xtime), Old.List, PWList). 
/• GETSUCC finds out the successors for each element. •/ 
\. 
getaucc (X, FollowList) :-
findall (Next, getfollow (X, Next), Mid.List), 
getnext (Mid.List, [] , NextList) , 
append (MidList, NextList, List), 
eldup (List, [], FollowList). 
getfollow (X, Next) :-
element (Y, PrecededBy, _), 
member (X, PrecededBy), 
Next= Y. 
getnext ([], List, Liat). 
getnext ([X I Rest], OldList, NewList) :-
getsuec (X, XList), 
append (XList, OldList, MidList), 
getnext (Rest, MidList, NewList). 
eldup ([], List, List). 
eldup ([XI Rest], OldList, NewList) :-
not (member (X, OldList)), 
cone (X, OldList, MidList), 
eldup (Rest, MidList, NewList); 
eldup (Rest, OldList, NewList). 
/• GETPW calculates the PW value for the current element. •/ 
getpw ([], PW, PW). 
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getpw ' 
• ([Y I Rest], OldPW, PW) 
element (Y, , Ytime), 
YPW =.: OldPW + Ytime, 
getpw (Rest, YPW, PW). 
' 
. -
• 
l 
.. 
/• CHECKITEM checks out to see if every predecessor of the 
current element was assigned already. •/ 
checkitem ([]) . - ' • • • 
checkitem ([Y I Rest]) :-
pool (PoolList), 
member (Y, PoolList), 
checkitem (Rest). 
/• MAINASSIGN takes the sorted PW list and assigns all the 
elements to stations. •/ 
mainassign ([], Station, Station). 
mainassign (PWList, .OldStation, Station) : -
assign (PWList, [] , CurrentStation) , 
append (CurrentStation, OldStation, MidStation), 
update (PWList, NewList), 
retract (stationnum (N)), 
Nl = N + 1, 
assert (stationnum (Nl)), 
retract (stationtime (Time)), 
cycletime (Ct), 
assert (stationtime (Ct)), 
retract (assignlist (AssList)), 
assert (assignlist ([])), 
mainassign (NewList, MidStation, Station). 
update (PWList, NewList) :-
assignlist (AssList), 
remove (AssList, PWList, NewList). 
remove ([], List, List). 
remove ([Item I Rest], PWList, NewList) :-
searchpw (Item, PWList, ItemPair), 
delete (ItemPair, PWList, MidList), 
remove (Rest, MidList, NewList). 
searchpw (X, [pwpair (X, XPW) Rest], pwpair (X, XPW)). 
searchpw (X, [YI Rest], Xpair) :-
searchpw (X, Rest, Xpair). 
/• ASSIGN decides which elements go to the curr~nt station. •/ 
assign([], Station, Station). 
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ae•ign ([pwpair (X, XPW) I Rest], [], Station) z-
stationnum (N), 
subassign (X, N, [], MidStation) 
assign (Rest, MidStation, Static~). 
aaaign ([pwpair (X, XPW) I Rest], [stat (N, StatLiet)], Station) :-
element (X, PreList, Xtime), 
stationtime (Timeleft), 
Timeleft ). Xtime, 
checkitem (PreList), 
subassign (X, N, StatList, MidStation), 
assign (Rest, MidStation, Station); 
assign (Rest, [stat (N, StatList)], Station). 
/• SUBASSIGN is the process of assigning an element to a 
station. •/ 
subassign (X, N, StatLia~, MidStation) :-
not (member (X, StatList)), 
element (X, , Xtime), 
stationtime (Timeleft), 
Newtime = Timeleft - Xtime, 
retract (stationtime (Timeleft)), 
assert (stationtime (Newtime)), 
cone (X, StatList, NewList), 
cone (stat (N, NewList), [], MidStation), 
retract (assignlist (List)), 
cone (X, List, NewList), 
assert (assignlist (NewList)), 
retract (pool (OldPool)), 
cone (X, OldPool, NewPool), 
assert (pool (NewPool)). 
1~ ------- ------------------------ .·-----~ ---~---
GET DELAY VALUE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . --
The optimal solution of a line balancing problem 
takes the minimum station number and minimum balance delay. So this procedure calculates 
the balance delay as the user's reference. *I 
predicates 
'get_St (numlist, time, time) 
clauses 
delay([], StList, Total) :-
insertrank (StList, SortedList), 
head (SortedLiat, MaxSt), 
stationnum (N,1) , 
N = NI - 1, 1 
Delay= ((N • MaxSt - Total) / (N • MaxSt)) • 100, 
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cycletime (Ct), nl, ) 
write ("The default cycle time is 1 ", Ct), nl, · 
write ( "The actual cycle time is 1 ", Me.xSt) , nl, \ 
write ("Ba1a.11c.e delay is : "), 
writef ("%-5.2", Delay), 
write (" % "). 
delay ([stat (N, Ste.tList) I Rest], StLiat, OldTote.l) 1-
get_St (StatList, O, St), 
cone (St, StList, NewStList), 
Total= St+ OldTotal, 
delay (Rest, NewStList, Total). 
get_St ([], St, St). 
get_St ([XI Rest], OldSt, St) :-
element (X, , Xtime), 
MidSt = Xtime + OldSt, 
get_St (Rest, MidSt, St). 
.,. ___________________________________________ _ 
/ ~--------------------------------------------
PRINT THE RESULT 
--------------------------------------------~/ ____________________________________________ ... 
predicates 
clauses 
bar 
printtitle printstation (numlist, number, number, time) 
printstat (station, number) 
printline (BackStation) :-
reverse (BackStation, ·Station) , 
clearwindow, 
printstat (Station, 2). 
printstat ([stat (N, StatList) I Rest], R) 
printtitle, 
cursor (1, O), bar, 
cursor (R, 6), write (N), 
printstation (StatList, R, Rl, O), 
printstat (Rest, Rl). 
printstat ([], _) . - ' • • • 
printtitle :-
. --
•· 
cursor (O, 1), write ("Station"), 
cursor (O, 16), write ("Element"), 
cursor (O, 30), write ("Element Time"), 
cursor (0, 60), write ("Station Time") . 
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I 
goal 
bar z-
write ("---------------------------------"),-
write ("---------------------------------"). 
printstation ([], R, Row, St) (~ 
Rl = R - 1, cursor (Rl, 65), write (St), 
Row= R + 1, cursor (R, O), bar. 
printstation ([X I Rest], R, Row, OldSt) :-
element (X, , Xtime), 
NewSt = OldSt + Xtime, 
cursor (R, 17), write (X), 
cursor (R, 36), write (Xtime), 
Rl = R + 1, 
printstation {Rest, Rl, Row, NewSt). 
clearwindow, 
balance. 
' 
. , 
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Appendix B 
COMSOAL.PRO 
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t 
• nowarnings 
domains 
number 
time 
timelist 
item 
list 
numlist 
state 
station 
superstat 
integer 
real 
time• 
pair (number, number) 
item• 
number• 
stat (number, numlist) 
state* 
station• 
database 
element (number, numlist, time) 
cyeletime (time) 
stationtime (time) 
stationnum (number) 
task_assigned (number) 
datalist (list) 
I*·· =================================================·=-
•/ 
coMMo N PROCEDURES 
--·--------------------------------------------------
- · --------------------------------------------------
The following procedures are used by the major 
procedures. 
I" 
I 
predicates 
cone (station, superstat, superstat) 
cone (state, station, station) 
cone (number, numlist, numlist) 
cone (item, list, list) 
cone (time, timelist, timelist) 
append (list, list, list) 
append (station, station, station) 
equal (list, list) 
equal (numlist, numlist) 
equal (station, station) 
equal (superstat, superstat) 
delete (item, list, list) 
member (number, numlist) 
reverse (list, list) 
r~verse (station, station) 
makeran (number, number) 
select (number, numlist) 
itemnum (numlist, number, number) 
popitem (number, number, number, numlist) 
insertrank (timelist, timelist) 
rank (time, timelist, timelist) 
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clauses 
head (timelist, time) 
first (station, number) 
cone (X, [] , [X] ) . 
cone (X, L, [X I L] ) . 
append([], L, L). 
append ( [X I Ll J , L2, [X I La] ) : -
append (Ll, L2, L3). 
equal (L, L). 
delete (X, [ J ' []) . - ' • • • 
delete (X, [X I Rest], Rest) . - ' • • • 
delete (X, [Y I Rest], List) . -• 
delete (X' Rest, MidList), 
cone (Y' MidList, List). 
member ( N , [ N I _] ) . 
member (N, [_ I Rest]) :-
member (N, Rest). 
reverse ( [] , []) . 
reverse ([Head I Tail], L) :-
reverse (Tail, Z), 
append (Z, [Head] , L) . 
itemnum ([], Number, Number). 
itemnum ([X I Rest], OldN, N) 
Nl = OldN + 1, 
itemnum (Rest, Nl, N). 
makeran (N, X) :-
random (R), 
Y R * (N - 1) + 1~ 
X = round (Y). 
select (X, List) :-
itemnum (List, O, N), 
makeran (N, X). 
. -
• 
I 
. ' 
• 
popitem (X, C, Count~ [Y I Rest]) :-
C = Count, 
X - y I• 
- ' . ' 
Cl= C + 1, 
popitem (X, Cl, Count, Rest). 
insertrank { [] , []) . 
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insertrank ([X I Tail], Sorted) :-
insertrank (Tail, Sorted_tail), 
rank (X, Sorted_tail, Sorted). 
rank (X , [Y I S 1 ] , [ Y I S 2] ) : -
X < y' ! ' 
rank (X, SI, S2). 
rank (X, Sorted, [X I Sorted]). 
head ([XI Rest], X). 
first ([stat (N, _) Rest], N). 
!******************************************************** 
MAIN PROCEDURE 
******************************************************** 
BALANCE is the main procedure which handles the whole 
process to solve the balancing problem with COMSOAL. It 
gets the information needed either from keyboard or from 
a data file, then use COMSOAL to find out an optimal 
solution for the problem. 
•/ 
predicates 
clauses 
balance 
inputdata (list) 
comsoal (list, station, station) 
process (list, number, superstat, number, number) 
printline (station, time, time) 
data_exist (string) 
init 
makelist (number, number, station, superstat, superstat) 
findbest (number, superstat,station,station,time,time) 
getdelay (number, station, time) 
fetchSt (station, timelist, timelist, time, time) 
eachSt (numlist, time, time) 
compare (time, time, time, station, station, station) 
getMaxSt (station, time) 
balance :-
write ("Do you want a d.a,ta file? "), 
readln (Answer), 
data_exist (Answer), 
consult ("TABLE.DAT"), 
datalist (ListA), 
write ("How many trials do you want? "), 
readint (Count), nl, 
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( 
' 
\ 
-·· 
process (ListA, 100, [] , 1, Count) , ! ; 
write ("How many trials do you want? "), 
readint (Count), nl, 
assert (stationnum (1)), 
inputdata (LiatA), 
process (ListA, 100, [], 1, Count). 
data exist ("y"). 
data exist ("Y"). 
data exist ("ye"). 
data exist ("Ye"). 
data exist ("yes"). 
data exist ("Yes"). 
data exist ("YES"). 
------------
------------
------------
------------
----------
------------
------------
------------
------------
----------
MAIN PROCESSING 
------------
------------
------------
------------
---------
----------
----------
-----
PROCESS runs the whole process as many times as the user 
wants. The major procedure in PROCESS is COMSOAL, which 
finds out ONE solution for the line balancing problem. 
PROCESS takes each solution COMSDAL generated, concatinates 
it into a list, then choose the optimal solution among 
these ones. *I 
process (ListA, Nl, Solution, X, Y) ~~· 
X <= Y, 
Xl = X + 1, 
comsoal (ListA, [], Station), 
makelist (Nl, N2,Station,Solution,MidSolution), 
init, 
process (ListA, N2, MidSolution, Xl, Y); 
findbest (Nl, Solution, [], Optimal, 100,Delay), 
getMaxSt (Optimal, MaxSt), 
printline (Optimal, MaxSt, Delay), 
' • 
• 
/• INIT reinitializes the facts STATIONNUM (station number) and 
STATIONTIME in database. •/ 
. . t 1n1 :-
retract (stationtime (_)), 
retract (stationnum (_)), 
assert (stationnum (1)), 
cycletime (Ct), 
assert (stationtime (Ct)). 
/• MAKELIST takes each solution generated by COMSOAL and conca-
tinates it to the solution list conditionally. If 
the solution has more stations than the current mi-
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., 
FINDBEST 
GETDELAY 
FETCHST 
nimum station number, then it is thrown away. Only 
those which have currently minimum station number 
can be put in the solution list. 
looks for the optimal solution in the solution list. 
calculates the balance delay for each station. 
calculates the station times for each station, makes 
a list of them, and calculates the total element 
time. •/ 
makelist (CurrentNum, NewNum, Station, Midium, 
MidSolution) :-
stationnum (N), 
N <= CurrentNum, 
NewNum = N, 
cone (Station, Midium, MidSolution); 
NewNum = CurrentNum, 
equal (Midium, MidSolution). 
f indbest (N, [] , Optimal, Optimal, Delay, Delay). 
findbest (N, [Station! I Tail], Temp, Optimal, OldD, 
Delay) : -
first (Station!, Num), 
N = Num, 
getdelay (N, Station!, StDelay), 
compare (StDelay, OldD, MinDelay, Stationl,Temp,Best), 
findbest (N, Tail, Best, Optimal, MinDelay, Delay); 
findbest (N, Tail, Temp, Optimal, OldD, Delay). 
getdelay (N, Station, StDelay) :-
fetchSt (Station, [], StList, O, TotalSt), 
insertrank (StList, SortList), 
head (SortList, MaxSt), 
StDelay = ((N * MaxSt - TotalSt) / (N * MaxSt)) * 100. 
fetchSt ([stat (N, StatList) I Rest], OldList, StList, 
OldSt, Total) : _ ,-
eachSt (StatList, O, St), 
cone (St, OldList, MidList), 
MidSt = OldSt + St, 
fetchSt {Rest, MidList, StList, MidSt, Total). 
fetchSt ([], StList, StList, Tota1St, TotalSt). 
eachSt ([X I Rest], OldSt, St) 
element (X, _, Xtime), 
Mid= OldSt + Xtime, 
eachSt (Rest, Mid, St). 
eachSt ( [] , St, 'St) . 
. -
• 
compare (StDelay, OldDelay, MinDelay, St, Temp, Best) :-
StDelay < OldDelay, 
MinDelay = StDelay, 
equal (St, Best); .r 
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MinDelay = OldDelay, 
equal (Temp, Best). 
getMaxSt (Optima], MaxSt) :-
f etchSt (Optimal, [] , StList, 0, _), 
insertrank (StList, SortLiat), 
head (SortList, MaxSt). 
/ ~----------------------------------------------------------... ___________
___________________
___________________
________ _ 
INPUT DATA 
-----------------
-----------------
-----------------
-------
INPUTDATA is the procedure to get data from the keyboard or 
a file. While the data is been sending in, this procedure 
inserts all information into database, and saves it to a 
file after input is finished. •/ 
predicates 
clauses 
table (number, list, list) 
getdata (list, list) 
checkpred (number, number, numlist) 
getpred (number,number,number,number,numlist,numlist) 
checkcursor (number, number) 
title 
inputdata (ListA) :-
write ("Please specify the cycle time : "), 
readreal (Ct), 
assert (cycletime (Ct)), nl, 
assert (stationtime (Ct)), 
write ("Attention: "), nl, nl, 
write ("1. Next page is a table which should"), nl, 
write (" be filled out with the information"), nl, 
write (" needed for solving line balancing"), nl, 
write (" problem. Please enter the data"), nl, 
write (" correctly."), nl, 
write ("2. Enter each value with a (RETURN>"), nl, 
write ("3. Finish input with an integer number"), nl, 
write (" 'gggg' as the 'Task Number'."), nl, nl, 
write (" Press (RETURN>"), 
readln (X), 
clearwindow, 
getdata ([], ListA). 
/• GETDATA fetches the data from keyboard and assert it into 
database.*/ 
title :-
.. \ 
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.' 
cursor (O, 1), write ("Task Number"), 
cursor (0,16), write ("Task Time"), 
cursor (0,28), write ("Number of Predecessors"), 
cursor (0,66), write ("Predecessor"). 
getdata (OrList, ListA) :-
title, 
table (2, OrList, ListA). 
/• TABLE is the input table. •/ 
checkcursor (Row, NewRow) 
Row<= 11, 
New Row == Row, ! ; 
NewRow == Row - 10, 
clearwindow, 
title. 
. -
• 
table (R, OldLiat, NewLiat) :-
cursor (R, 6), 
readint (ItemNum), 
ItemNum <> gggg, 
cursor (R, 17) , 
readreal (ItemTime), 
cursor (R, 40), 
readint (PredNum), 
cone (pair(ItemNum, PredNum), Old.List, MidLiat), 
checkpred (R, PredNum, Pliat), 
assert (element (ItemNum, Pliat, ItemTime)), 
Rl == R + 1, 
checkcursor (Rl, Row), 
table (Row, MidList, NewLiat); 
reverse (OldList, NewList), 
assert (datalist (NewList)), 
save ("TABLE.DAT"), ! . 
/• CHECKPRED checks out if there is predecssor. If there 
then make it a predecessor list by GETPRED. *I 
checkpred ( , 0, []) . 
checkpred (R, N, Plist) :-
getpred (R, 60, 0, N, [], Plist) . 
getpred (_, , N, N, List, List). 
getpred (R, C, X, N, OldLiat, Plist) :-
cursor (R, C), 
readint (Pred), 
cone (Pred, OldList, MidList), 
Xl = X + 1, 
Cl= C + a, 
getpred (R, Cl, Xl, N, Mid.List, Plist). 
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/ ~~------------------------------------------------------·------ --------------------------------- -----------
COMSOAL 
-------------------------------------------------------
COMSOAL is the procedure to arrange for the location for each item. It takes ListA from INPUTDATA and split it to make ListB; ListB contains those i~ems which have no predecessors. Any item which fits the current station in ListB is selected and concatinated into ListC. An item in ListC is selected randomly to be assigned to the current. After this, ListA is updated, and the whole process restarts until ListA is empty. •/ 
predicates 
.clauses 
splitA (list, numlist, numlist) 
splitB (numlist, number, numlist, numlist) 
assign (numlist, station, station) 
subassign (number, number, numlist, station, station) update (list, list) 
comsoal ([], Station, Station). 
comsoal (FirstListA, OldStation, Optimal) :-
splitA (FirstListA, [], ListB), 
spli tB (ListB, Task, [], ListC), 
assign (ListC, OldStation, Station), 
update (FirstListA, ListA), 
comsoal (ListA, Station, Optimal). 
/• SPLITA takes the items which have no predecessors arid makes ListB. •/ 
splitA ([pair (N, 0) I Rest], B, NewB) 
cone (N, B, MidB), 
splitA (Rest, MidB, NewB). 
splitA ([pair (_, _) I Rest], B, NewB) 
splitA (Rest, B, NewB). 
splitA ([], B, B). 
. -
• 
···-• 
/* SPLITB takes any item which fits the current station and concatinate it to ListC. •/ 
\ splitB ([X I Rest], 
element (X, 
stationtime 
.. 
Task, C, ListC) 
, Xtime), 
(Timeleft), 
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Timeleft >= Xtime, 
cone (X, C, MidC), 
splitB (Rest, X, MidC, ListC), 
splitB (Rest, X, C, ListC), !. 
apli tB ( [] , Task, [] , C) : -
retract (stationnum (N)), 
Nl == N + 1, 
assert (stationnum (Nl)), 
cycletime (Ct), 
retract (stationtime (Time)), 
assert (stationtime (Ct)), 
cone {Task, [] , C) . 
splitB ([], Task, ListC, ListC). 
' . . ' 
/• ASSIGN takes an item from ListC randomly and assigns it to 
the current station by SUBASSIGN. */ 
subassign (X, N, StatList, Tail, MidStation) :-
not (member {X, StatList)), 
element (X, , Xtime), 
stationtime (Timeleft), 
Newtime = Timeleft - Xtime, 
Newtime >= O, 
retract (stationtime {Timeleft)), 
assert (stationtime (Newtime)), 
cone (X, StatList, NewList), 
cone (stat (N, NewList), Tail, MidStation), 
assert (task_assigned (X)). 
assign (List, [] , Station) : -
stationnum (Num), 
select (ItemPosi, List), 
popitem (X, 1, ItemPosi, List), 
subassign (X, Num, [] , [] , Station) . 
assign (List, [stat (Num, StatList) I Tail], Station) 
stationnum (N), 
N = Num, 
select (ItemPosi, List), 
popitem (X, 1, ItemPosi, List), 
subassign (X, Num, StatList, Tail, Station) .. 
assign (List, OldStation, Station) :-
stationnum (N), 
select (ItemPosi, List), 
popitem (X, 1, ItemPosi, List), 
retract (stationtime (Time)), 
element (X, , Xtime), 
Newtime = Time - Xtime, 
assert (stationtime (Newtime)), 
assert (task_assigned (X)), 
cone (stat (N, [X]), OldStation, Station). 
assign([], OldStation, OldStation). 
'I 
. -
• 
1 
I 
/• UPDATE deletes the item assigned and deduces 1 from the 
number oi predecessors of its aucceaaors.+/ 
predicates 
searchdb (number, list, list) 
clauses 
searchdb (Task, [] , []) . 
searchdb (Task, [pair {X, N) I Rest] , Liet2) 
element (X, PreList, _), 
member (Task, PreList), 
Nl = N - 1, 
searchdb (Task, Rest, Mid.List), 
cone (pair (X, Nl), MidList, List2); 
searchdb (Task, Rest, MidList), 
cone (pair(X, N), Mid.List, Liat2). 
update (Listl, List2) :-
retract (task_assigned (Task)), 
. -
• 
delete (pair (Task, 0), Listl, MidList), 
not (equal (MidList, [])), 
searchdb (Task, Mid.List, List2); 
equal (List2, []) . 
I*===================================================== 
PRINT THE RESULT 
---------------------------
---------------------------
--
--------------------------
PRINTLINE prints out the optimal solution. 
*I 
predicates 
clauses 
bar 
printtitle 
printstation (numlist, number, number, time) 
printstat (station, number) 
printline (BackStation, St, Delay) :-
reverse (BackStation, Station), nl, 
write ("The optimal solution is : "), nl, nl, 
write ("Press (RETURN>"), readln (Anykey), 
clearwindow, 
printstat (Station, 2), nl, nl, 
cycletime (Ct), 
write ("The default cycle time is: ", Ct), nl, 
write ("The actual cycle time is: ", St), nl, 
write ( "Balance delay is ") , ,, 
writef ("%-6.2", Delay), 
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goal 
write ( " % " ) • 
printstat ([stat (N, StatList) I Rest], R) :~( 
printtitle, 
cursor (1, O), bar, 
cursor (R, 6), write (N), 
printstation (StatList, R, Rl, O), 
printstat (Rest, Rl). 
printstat ([], _) . - ' • • • 
printtitle :-
bar:-
cursor (O, 1), write ("Station"), 
cursor (O, 16), write ("Element"), 
cursor (O, 30), write ("Element Time"), 
cursor (O, 60), write ("Station Time"). 
write ("--------------~--~~--~-~--------"), 
write ("-----------~-~---------·---------"). 
printstation ([], R, Row, St) :-
Rl = R - 1, cursor (Rl, 66), write (St), 
Row= R + 1, cursor (R, 0), bar. 
printstation ([X I Rest], R, Row, OldSt) :-
element (X, , Xtime), 
NewSt = OldSt + Xtime, 
cursor (R, 17), write (X), 
cursor (R, 36), write (Xtime), 
Rl = R + 1, 
printstation (Rest, Rl, Row, NewSt). 
clearwindow, 
balance. 
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